In this paper, we theoretically predict the best efficient way for electromagnetic wave emission by Josephson plasma excitation in intrinsic Josephson junctions. First, we breifly derive basic equations describing dynamics of phase differences inside junction sites in intrinsic Josephson junctiLons, and review the nature of Josephson plasma excitation modes based on the equations. Especially, we make an attention to that Josephson plasma modes have much different dispersion relations depending on the propagating directions and their different modes can be recognized as N standing waves propagating along ab-plane in cases of finite stacked systems composed of N junctions. Second, we consider how to excite their modes and point out that excitations of in-phase mode with the highest propagation velocity among their N modes are the most efficient way for electromagnetic wave emissions. In this paper, we suggest an effective application using intrinsic Josephson junctions. First, we show theoretical perspectives for the systems. They are intimately connected with recent intensive studies for Josephson plasma excitation [5] . It is well known that single Josephson junctions generally have an excitation mode confined inside its junction site. This mode is called Josephson plasma mode because it is originated from Coulomb interaction between Cooper pairs. Now, the following question must arise for intrinsic Josephson junctions. How is spectrum
INTRO])UCTION
All High-Tc superconducting oxide materials have multi-layered crystal structures composed of strong superconducting layer Cu02 and non-superconducting layer. Since this character is very important in considering applications of High-Tc cuprate superconductors, many investigations searching nature of layered superconductors have been prompted [1] . Many artificial multilayered materials basically show interesting rich behaviors depending on choices of stacking compounds and stacking methods. On the other hand, in High-Tc oxide materials, single crystal itself is a multi-layered system. This means that High-Tc oxide basically has a possiblity showing rich and applicapable material properties. Therefore, many investigations pursuing those properties have been performed and many curioils natures connecting with layered structures have been revealed. In this paper, we focus on a group of High-Tc cuprates showing especially strong anisotropy among many High-Tc oxides. The reason is that highly anisotopic cuprate materials intrinsically show properties as multi-stack of Josephson junctions [2] , [3] . In those materials, non-superconducting layers play a roll of insulating layer and a coupling between neighboring superconducting layers becomes well-known Josephson coupling via Cooper pair tunneling. Thus, single crystals of those materials have been called intrinsic Josephson junctions and expected to have peculiar and valuable properties opening new application fields of High-Tc cuprates [4] .
In this paper, we suggest an effective application using intrinsic Josephson junctions. First, we show theoretical perspectives for the systems. They are intimately connected with recent intensive studies for Josephson plasma excitation [5] . It is well known that single Josephson junctions generally have an excitation mode confined inside its junction site. This mode is called Josephson plasma mode because it is originated from Coulomb interaction between Cooper pairs. Now, the following question must arise for intrinsic Josephson junctions. How is spectrum of the excitation mode in intrinsic Josephson junctions different from that of the single junction ? This is because those systems are atomic-scale multi-stacked systems and the existence of collective excitations over all junctions can be expected. In fact, Tachiki, Koyama, and Takahashi et al. show that the excitation modes can be basically characterized by two kinds of modes, that is, transverse and longitudinal Josephson plasma modes [4] . Here, let us explain a differecce between the two modes. Since oscillating directions of all modes are fixed to c-axis, the modes can be distinguished by their propagating directions. The transverse mode nieans that its propagating direction is in ab-plane, while both oscillating and propagating directions are along c-axis in the longitudinal mode. Thus, the following characters with respect to the two collective modes have been clear. The transverse mode can he assigned as an electromagnetic wave propagating inside insulating medium, while the longitudinal mode is a new charge fluctuation mode and it can emerge only in atomic-scale stacked systems [6] , [7] , [8] .
Next., let us consider about a new application using those peculiar natures of the collective modes. Though we have some ideas [4] , we focus on only a subject which studies potentialities as generators of electromagnetic wave [9] ,[1O], [11] . It is well known that Josephson junction systems generally show electromagnetic wave emissions in resistive states and its detection have been employed as a confirmation for AC Josephson effects [2] . This can be theoretically explained by Josephson relation connecting the time development of superconducting phase with appling DC Voltage and the sinusoidal dependence for the superconducting phase in expression of Josephson current.
Actually, though the emissions have been detected in many experiments, the power was too weak to be widely employed as a generator. However, the use of Josepshon junctions has an advantage that frequency of emitted electromagnetic wave is controlable. Therefore, many attempts to improve emission power have been made and some experiments successfully enhanced the power [12] . Especially, experiments using junction array systems under the magnetic field show very remarkable results [12] . Generally, in multi-oscillator systems, a synchronization over many oscillators are the most important event. This is because it leads to drastic power enhancement and focusing of emitted wave frequency, that is, a laser amplification. Therefore, in this paper, we consider eletromagnetic emissions using this synchronization effect in intrinsic Josephson junctions as seen in schematic figure 1, where Josephson plasma waves in all junction sites are in-phase. Now, we may expect that many junctions of intrinsic Josephson junctions easily synchronize because the coupling between junctions is very strong due to atomic-scale stacked systems as shown in Fig.1 ( note thickness of both superconducting and inslulating layers ). This is a simple expectation, but we show that it is actually possible in this paper. In fact, numerical experiments by Machida et al. clearly show that synchronizations over all junctions occur by using flux flow dynamics [13] . Moreover, they clarified that the synchronization can be seen in a wide range of transport current or generated voltage [13] . Let [14] . Fig.1 is a schematic view for the systems. It represents a simplified picture composed of two superconducting and insulating layers. Among cuprate layered superconductors, La2_rSrxCuO4(LSCO) h& single Cu02 plane, while Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os(BSSCO) has double Cu02 planes. However, this difference is not essential in investigating nature as stacked Josephson junctions. This is because the coupling between double Cu02 planes is so strong that the coupling is not related with low energy physics much below the superconducting gap energy. Thus, it is found that the simple model as seen in Fig.1 is valid enough for BSSCO. In addition, we assume that that spatial differences along c-axis for the superconducting phase and vector potential inside the superconducting layer can be neglected. As seen in Fig.1 , even for cases with double layers thickness of superconducting layer is so thin ( 3A) . Therefore, the superconducting phase can be assumed to vary only along the ab-plane and its variation is connected with the superfluid velocity along the abplane as v2b h(V9 where t means £-th layer, 9t is the superconducting phase at £-th layer, and vectors with suffix ab are ones defined in ab-plane. In inslulating layers, a link variable is defiend as a path integral variable along c-axis like, (A+1t) = f:+l A , and a gauge invariant superconducting phase difference is defined as ot+i,(E Ot+i -Ot -fL+l A2). A total c-axis current is given by .z
where and e are the quasiparticle conductivity and the dielectric constant along the c-axis in the insulating layer, respectively. This expression represnts that c-axis current is composed of the Josephson, the quasi-particle, and the displacement currents. The dynamics of electormagnetic fields can be described by the Maxwell equation,
where E+11 and BY+1t are the electric field in z-axis and the magnetic field in y-axis, and those dyanmics are directly connected with low energy dynamics of phase difference In the right hand side of eq.(3), the displacement current component is dropped since it is irrelevant with above low energy dynamics. Also, Pt is the charge density at t-th layer. Here, it should be noted that the magnetic field direction is fixed to be in y-direction. This is because fluctuations along vortex lines under the magnetic field can be almost neglected in low temperature range. Thus, it is enough to deal with E+1 and B'+1L only. The Josephson relations describing Josephson effects are given as follows,
. 2lrDBy From those expressions, we can obtain a dynamical equation ( called coupled Sine-Gordon equation ) [13] ,{15J in terms of only the phase difference as follows,
where t' = wt and x' = x/A with and .\ being, respectively, the Josephson plasma frequency = -) and the penetration depth in the c-axis direction. The parameter /3( is related to the McCumber parameter /3 as /3 = 11/32. Here, let us consider tiny oscillation modes of the phase difference on eq.(7). Since the system is basically two dimension, propagating directions of the modes have two degree of freedoms, which are c-axis (z) and ab-plane (x) directions as shown in Fig.2 . Here, by noting that the oscillating direction is always fixed to he c-axis, collective modes can be recognized as mixtures of the two components which are longitudinal and transverse modes [4] . In other words, the modes propagating along general directions have both components of transverse and longitudinal modes. For the purpose of deriving dispersion relations for those modes, we neglect terms in terms of dissipation and linearize nonlinear terms in coupled Sine-Gordon equation (7). By inserting the plane wave solution propagating along ab-plane as, = e r_ztft+1t where fi÷i,t = gne, we can obtain the following dispersion relation [13] , _____________________________ w(kT) =/1+k/[1+ b(1_cos)], (8) where N is the number of stacked junctions and ii varies from 0 to N-i. Here, note that periodic boundary conditions are applied for a system of N stacked junction. It is found that N modes exist in cases regarding N junctions as an unit of system. According to the relation, the dispersion relation of w('(k) with n = 0 is the most dispersive, while w)(k) with n = N -1 shows an almost flat dispersion. The dipsersions of other modes assigned as n = 1 to n N -2 lie between those of the two modes n = 0 and ii = N -1. Now, let us consider what the mode label n means in real finite systems. As an example, we handle a case of N = 20 below. Here, we note that we impose a special condition on top and bottom junctions. This condition comes from real situations that top and bottom junctions can couple only with lower and upper junctions, respectively, and the dispersion relations are different from a case appling the periodic boundary condition. Those differences are schematically shown in Fig.3 , where dispersion relations for finite N systems are located within a shaded region. Fig.4 shows four types among variations of ft+i, along c-axis in a finite N=20 case. The type A(n=O) is perfectly in-phase mode along c-axis, while the type B(n=1), C(n=2), and D(n=19) have nodes along c-axis. The differences between those modes reflects phase shifts of plasma waves propagating in successive junctions. Fig.5 shows two examples in which phase shifts between neighboring junction sites are zero and finite. The lower figure shows a situation that propagating waves are perfectly in-phase over all junction sites, while in upper one those are out of phase. Now, let us consider how phase shifts along c-axis affect emissions of electromagnetic waves from intrinsic Josephson junctions. The propagating plasma waves inside junction sites decompose into reflecting and outgoing waves at sample edge, and outgoing waves are converted into electromagnetic waves in vacuum space. The in-phase mode just correpsonds to parallel plasma waves propagating along ab-plane, and it has no components in the longitudinal Fig.4 , respectively. In the hatched region, damping effects are so strong that decay of excited plasma waves becomes remarkable. direction. Therefore, the conversion processes to electromagnetic waves are dynamically parallel in all junctions and those do not cancel each other. On the other hand, propagating plasma waves with phase shifts along c-axis has standing wave components along c-axis, and those components cause cancelation among electromagnetic waves converted in edges of successive junctions. Thus, it is clear that excitations of the in-phase plasma mode are essential for applications as electromagnetic wave generators. Fig.6 shows excitation spectrum for finite stacked junction systems (N =20). From above considerations, the best way for efficient radiations is found to excite in-phase mode surrounded by a dashed line in Fig.6 . In addition, it should be noted that there is an upper limit for frequency in the spectra of in-phase mode. This is because damping effects rapidly increase at frequencies near the superconducting gap energy. Thus, the problem becomes how we excite the in-phase plasma mode in an appropriate frequency region.
Up to now, many methods to excite plasmawaves in intrinsic Josephson junctions have been suggested [4J, [9] , [10] ,[l6]. For example, since the discovery of intrinsic Josephson junctions, Tachiki, Koyama, and Takahashi et al. proposed methods using AC Josephson effect [4] and flux flow [9] , [10] , while Shafranjuk and Tachiki studied excitations by quasi-particle injection [16] . However, t.hose early works did not clear which kinds of modes are excited by their proposed methods, and overlooked syncronization effects between junctions. Therefore, we investigate the dynamics of the superconducting phase differences iii all junction sites in more details and explore conditions in which synchronizations between junctions can occur [13] . Let us go back to the basic equation (eq. (7)) describing the dynamics of phase difference. The equation has two type excitations. One type is tiny oscillating plane wave solution as w CjOa Layer w C,cL Layer mentioned above, and another type is a topological excitaiton which corresponds to Josephson vortex [17] . A vortex solution is basically a nonlinear solution and it can move like a soliton. However, the toplogical solution in the coupled Sine-Gordon equation (eq. (7)), certainly interacts 'with collective modes under its motion since the equation is not integrable compared to so-called Sine-Gordon equation. In other words, its motions cause ripple waves behind center of vortices [18] . In this paper, we show that many vortices interact each other via Josephson plasma waves and some resonant flux flow states appear [13] . Especially, we clarify that a resonant flow state with in-phase plasma mode can emerge [13J. For the purpose of simulating dynamics of both toplological and collective excitations, we perform numerical simulations for the coupled Sine-Gordon equation (eq. (7)) and show how flux flow states actually changes by resonating with collective modes [13] .
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR FLUX FLOW AND JOSEPHSON PLASMA EXCITAION
In this section, we briefly show numerical simulation techniques and reveal that flux flow states show rich varieties over a wide region of I-V characteristics. In order to characterize such various behaviors we classify flux flow states into four typical regions and investigate time developments of electric fields excited at the sample edge in each region. Thus, we discuss how electromagnetic wave emission occurs in those flux flow states, and predict which is the most efficient region for electromagnetic wave emission.
Now, let us turn to numerical simulations for flux flow states. Figure. 7 is a schematic figure for systems to be simulated. The magnetic field and the transport current are applied along ab-plane (y-axis) and c-axis, respectively. Under such a condition, the magnetic flux penetrate as Josephson vortices and those move along ab-plane (-x-axis). The equation to be solved numerically to simulate such a situation is the coupled Sine-Gordon equation (eq. (7)) [ 14] [15] . The terms of the equation can be divided into two groups, one of which characterizes nature as single Josephson junction and another of which describes the coupling between neighboring junctions. The latter group has a coefficient and the magnitude is very large in intrinsic Josephson junctions. This phisically means that vortex currents flow over many junctions since those systems are atomic scale junctions [19] . Therefore, it is found that correlations of phase differences between neighboring junctions are very strong under the presence of parallel magnetic field [19] .
In numerical simulations for eq. (7), we set material parameters s, D, )ab, and /3( to be 3A, 12A, O.25,um, and 0.1. Though the value of fi has some ambiguities by depending on the sample, it is shown by numerical simulations that qualitative features, i.e., appearing resonant vortex flow states are almost equivalent. Generally, when /3 is decreased, all resonances happen at lower current values. This is clearly because vortex speed can become higher under the same transport current when the dissipation is weak (3 is small). In other words, the changes of just shift resonant points. In addition, A and W(E 7fr) employed as units for rescaling time and length are set to be 125pm and 480GHz, and anisotropic parameter y is set to be 500( it is automatically determined by ab and ) . In this paper, we report numerical simulation data for a finite size IJJ composed of 20 junctions (N=20) .The simulation region is the ac cross section ( the xz-plane in Fig.8 ) which is 2-dimensional (2D) rectangular shape. The transport current and the magnetic field including the self-field induced by transport current are, respectively, introduced through the boundary conditions at the top and bottom layers and the edges of all the layers. To perform the simulations we divide the region (L x N ) into 400 meshes along the x-direction and take 20 junctions along c-axis. In addition, each mesh width along x-axis is O.lAab. Thus, the system size used in the simulations corresponds to an area of lO1urn x 20 junctions and is comparable to a typical experimental size using Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8. We consider only cases in which all junctions sites are filled up by vortices enough. Therefore, the applied magnetic field reported in this paper is fixed to be 2T. Simulation results in lower field than iT are qualitatively different. Those results will be published elsewhere [20] . The results shown below are qualitatively size-independent. We confirmed this fact by performing the simulations for system sizes up to 30jtm x 80 junctions in real scale. Now, let us show simulation results. Figure 9 is I-V characteristics. It is found that there are three step like structures as shown by arrow in the figure. By monitoring all flux flow states by visualizing the phase differences in all junctions, we can find that flux lattice flow structures drastically changes at those step like structures. Thus, flux flow states can be divided into four regions. It is also found that each flux flow state is almost a steady state inside each region by monitoring of c°+i,t. Let us see typical steady flux flow states inside four regions. Figure 10 (I) is a snapshot of flux flow states in region I. In the figure, phase differences cot+i,t of all junction sites and positions of vortex center are described together. As seen in Fig.10(I) , any types of vortex lattice configurations can not be observed and vortex motions are almost chaotic. In this region I, currents flow inhomogeniously and its inhomogenity breaks vortex lattice correlation. We found that open boundary condition at sample surfaces has an essential roll on their chaotic motions. This is because triangular vortex flow states are stable in region I for simulations employing periodic boundary conditions on x-axis. Thus, we can expect that such chaotic motions appear in experimental situations using samples with open edges along ab-plane. The simulation results for periodic boundary condition in which sample edge effects are removed will be published elsewhere [20] . Let us see flux flow states in region II. The region appears after the most clear step like structure is observed with increasing the current. In region II, it is found that some correlations along c-axis develop as seen in Fig.1O(II) . This is because resonances between vortex flow and some plasma modes occur. Figure 11 show the simulated I-V characteristics where the vertical lines correspond to voltages satisfing the conditions as k = H = 2T and w = V in dispersion relations (Fig.6) . Generally, resonances with eigen modes give rise to drastic enhancements of amplitude of resonant modes. Therefore, the resonant modes in the present system develop, and flux flow states themselves seem to adjust propagating shapes of the resonant modes. Let us show flux flow states of region III in Fig.1O(III) . In this region, fluxons are found to align completely along c-axis and a perfect rectangular lattice appears. In addition, such a rectangular lattice is found to be stable over all regime inside region III. This is because vortex correlation along c-axis more strongly develops by a resonance with mode B as seen in Fig.11 . However, we have a following question. Though we have a theoretical expectation that flux flow state adjusting the mode B should be a node along c-axis, simulation results show a perfect vortex alignment along c-axis. The reason may be explained as follows, First, we have to point out that mode analysis can predict only some resonant points with linear modes. At those resonant points drastic changes of states happen but nonlinearity has an important roll in regions deviated from resonant points. It means that there may be coupling with modes over wide regions of excitation spectrum due to nonlinearity. Thus, resonances with the mode A may occur in region III prior to a resonant point predicted by the linear analysis. However, such an answer is not theoretically enough, and more refined analysis including nonlinear effects are required [11] . Next, let us see flux flow states in region IV after a resonance with the highest mode A. In this region, triangular like lattice flow states emerge as seen in Fig.1O(IV) . If a resonance with the mode A occurs, we can anticipate that flux flow state should adjust the shape of mode A. However, the results show behaviors as if an instability for the mode occurs. This fact may be explained as below. In region IV, the fluxons move with higher speed than mode A with the highest speed. This means that flux motions can not resonate with any collective modes in this region. Therefore, flux motions in this state are determined only by a balance of dissipation and driving force induced by the transport current. As a result, it is considered that standard flow state, that is, triangular like lattice emerges.
Next, let us consider how electromagnetic wave emissions occurs in each region. As seen in a schematic Fig.8 , vortex motions give rise to oscillation components with DC electric field in each junction site. This AC components propagate through junction sites, while a part of those is converted into electromagnetic wave at sample edge. The behaviors are considered to be similar to a radiation of electromagnetic wave by dipole moment oscillation. This is because the electric field at each junction edge oscillates as seen in the upper panel of Fig.12 . Now, what is the most important conditions for strong emission of electromagnetic wave in this system ? It is to realize a state in which oscillations at successive junction edges do not cancel each other. If electric field oscillations at edges of all junctions are in-phase, the magnitude of a dipole moment increases in proportion to the number of junctions as seen in the upper panel of Fig.12 . As an example, let us see differences between electric field oscillations at sample edge in the region III and IV. The lower panels in Fig. 12 shows time developments of total sum of electric fields at right edges ( >I Et+i,t(x = L) ) in region III and IV. The figure at the left hand side corresponds to data measured in region III and clearly shows that large oscillation components exist, while the figure at the right hand side means that electric fields at edges almost cancel in region IV. Thus, it is found that the power of emission like dipole radiation is drastically enhanced in the region III. Let us study power spectrum for time developments of > Et+i,(x = L) in each region. It is considered that the power spectrum reflect structures of spectrum of emitted electromagnetic waves. Figure 13 (I),(II),(III), and (IV) are typical power spectrum observed in each region, respectively [13] . In region I, power spectrum are broad and show f2 dependence in high frequency region since flux motions are chaotic.
Since the alignment of vortices along c-axis develop in the region II and region III, those power spectrum show peak structures at a frequency and its higher harmonics. This is because a distance between neighboring vortices along x-axis in each junction site is almost fixed and therefore time variation of electric fields becomes almost periodic. Especially, it should be noted that the peak structure in region III is extremely sharp and the power at the peak position is very large. Thus, it is found that very strong emission in a fixed frequency is possible in region III. In addition, it is found that though peak structures in region IV are very sharp the power at the peak frequency is much smaller than region III. In the region, though vortex lattice correlation develop well and the distance between neighboring vortices is aismot a constant, electric field oscillations between neighboring junctions are almost canceled. Thus, though spectrum is sharp, the power becomes very low.
